
Many businesses and organisations are embarking on transformational journeys to become more efficient and 

more competitive.  The Cloud enables a move from traditional, siloed IT to a service-enabled, agile and elastic 

environment that provides new opportunities.

This online course provides you with an overview of Cloud Computing and the relationship with other areas of 

information management.  It also includes some technical knowledge.  Cloud Computing Foundation certificate 

holders will understand the fundamental concepts of Cloud Computing like architecture, design and deployment 

models and how it can be employed by different types of organisations.

COURSE CONTENT

Module 01 - The Principles of Cloud Computing

Module 02 - Using and Accessing the Cloud

Module 03 - Security and Compliance

Module 04 - Implementing and Managing Cloud

Computing

Module 05 - Evaluation of Cloud Computing

Module 06 - Course Recap and Exam

Preparation

Includes video tutorials, study guides and 

quizzes.

Study Duration - Minimum 10 Hours

HOW WE HELP

Self Paced Learning - The course is available
on demand so you can study the content as 
much as you need to ensure full understanding 
before moving on.

30 or 60 Day Access - Choose the course 
access duration to fit study around your 
schedule.

Fully Accredited - Guaranteed accuracy of 
materials and relevance to the current syllabus.

Study Guides & More - Videos, quizzes, 
exercises, study guides and official syllabus and 
sample exams.

Tutor Support - Provided by qualified industry 
experts and included in the course price. 

24/7 Helpdesk - Full support to assist you with 
any technical difficulties if ever and whenever 
they arise.
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